BW-PLA-IP - Integrated Planning

As an integrated part of the SAP NetWeaver BW system, BW Integrated Planning enables you to make decisions that will increase the efficiency of your company. In addition to analyses of actual data, you can also use analyses of plan data. These can be analyses of manually entered data or analyses based on historical data in BW Integrated Planning. BW Integrated Planning includes processes that collect data from InfoProviders, queries or other BW objects, to convert them and write back new information to BW objects (such as InfoObjects).

Using SAP Business Explorers (SAP BEx) for BW Integrated Planning, you can build integrated analytical applications that encompass planning and analysis functions.

Overview

- Planning Modeler / RSPLAN
- Planning Functions & Sequences
- Input-Ready Query / Input-Ready Status, Disaggregation, Inverse Formula...
- Characteristic Relationships
- Data Slices
- PAK (Planning Application KIT)

SAP Online Document

- Modeling Scenarios
- InfoProviders
- Aggregation Level
- Lock Concept and Lock Management

Topic

- Important Table
- Further Improvements on SAP HANA-optimized planning with the Planning Applications Kit in 2014
- Embedded Business Warehouse

Important/Useful Notes and KBAs
• 2487525 - How to report BW Integrated Planning incidents (BWIP)
• 1904455 - The Integrated Planning message's necessary information for BEx Analyzer
• 1904955 - The Integrated Planning message's necessary information for BW Portal / BI Java
• 2045393 - The Integrated Planning message's necessary information for Analysis Office
• 2228491 - The Integrated Planning message's necessary information for Design Studio
• 2078251 - RSTT Trace to Analyze BW Integrated Planning Issue

• 1637199 - Using the planning applications KIT
• 1694205 - BW-IP: Preliminary clarification of Planning Application Kit (PAK) message
• 1787619 - Planning Modeller Runtime as of BW 7.30
• 1735590 - Q&A on DSO Planning
• 994853 - Input-ready queries: Top-down distribution, budgeting  attached document is very important!!
• 2508055 - How to set a cell in a planning query to input ready
• 1149346 - New rows and currencies/units in drilldown

• 2429714 - BW PAK: Collective note - Planning on (advanced) DSO for BW release 7.50 , 7.51 or 7.5
• 2215368 - Collective Corrections for Attribute and Short Text Solution
• 2189861 - Details and Condition for Planning on native HANA views
• 2189829 - Details and Condition for Planning on advanced DataStore Object
• 2091885 - Details and Condition for Planning on central Composite Provider modelled in BW Modelling Tools
• 2383129 - Details and Condition for Planning on local Composite Provider modelled in BW Workspaces and BPC embedded
• 2162319 - Error 'No SID found for value ... of characteristic 0FISCYEAR'

How-to Guides
• How-to Guides for SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse 7.0
• SAP How-To Guides for Analysis and Planning